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IMPLEMENTATION REPORT

After initial contact with Chouselas’s EB1 (Basic School) schoolteachers a group of four teachers 
was interested and available to develop a collaborative project. A meeting happened to outline 
common areas of interest and to understand expectations that could arise from the relationship 
between an artistic project and school program.
Water emerged as a theme that crossed the school subject’s related to environment, health and 
society programs of the 1st and 4th years of basic school. Teachers also suggested other subjects 
as analytical graphs, scientific experiments and visual and noise pollution.
The transversally of Portuguese language was mentioned (due to which it’s presence we did not 
feel the need to emphasize), and also the possibility of including mathematics in relation with art. 
However, it was especially noteworthy the desire to develop artistic work with means that teach-
ers usually have difficult to call in the daily classroom’s work context, due to which normally aren’t 
available to children.
From sharing and analysing the program content’s and considering the expectations initially felt by 
teachers and artist, an artistic project was conceived, aiming to establish a bridge between scien-
tific experience and aesthetic enjoyment and practice.

WATER GOES! 
water performances from scientific experiments

Four groups developed “Water goes” project (two from 1st year and two from 4th year). All chil-
dren, teachers and artist participated in the elaboration of three objects-performances that where 
displayed and activated in a final moment of full aesthetic enjoyment. 
The four classes involved were mixed in order to form four different working groups; children from 
both 1st and 4th years composed them. 
Each group was dedicated to a water performance, here called “Water Goes Up_ the colour”, “ 
Water goes down _ the sound” and “Water Goes _ the shape”, for this last two groups contributed. 
The 1st and 4th year’s curricular contents were widespread across the activities in a complemen-
tary way. 
Within each group, students got divided into small groups, fostering teamwork, attention to each 
other and the collective participation in a project.
At this project participated 93 children, São José Correia, Jacinta Castro, Carla Sousa e Ana Caro-
lina Silva (school teachers), Inês Azevedo and Joana Mateus (artists).



WATER GOES UP _ the colour

Pigment-matter with water: origin, mixing, intensity, quality and characteristic analysis in 
terms of aesthetic results. Understand a scientific experiment to obtain pigments from 
plants in order to create ink.

Without an initial domain of what the pictorial result would be, with the use of scientific ex-
pertise a technical process was established.
The aesthetic result of the process, colour studies, and other objects / paintings depended 
on the process’s nature and the choices defined by the students and teacher.



1st session: April 19 / 14h00 to 16h00.

Division of classes to form a new group work: half children of the 1st and half of the 4th school 
year, about 20 children. Group formation – 4 to 5 children per group with different ages and gen-
der. Change of the classroom layout, join the tables for group work.
Project proposal to the children. For the starting point we talked of conducting a scientific experi-
ment as a means to dye: children gathered plants and crushed them with sand and alcohol in a 
mortar. With the liquid resulting from the maceration a ink to dye the tissue was created. The ink 
went up by absorption. Without an initial domain of what the pictorial result would be, the use of 
scientific experiment allowed to establish a technical process.
The children went outside to the school playground and collected different types of plants: garden 
sorrel (yellow flowers), grass, hydrangea leaves, clovers, fennel, camellia and a purple flower.
Then, created some notebooks where they drew the plants.
After getting the liquid, by macerating the plants, we used paper napkins to absorb the liquid. The 
results weren’t very clear but we were able to have yellow, green and brown dyes.
Children were asked to collect different types of plants for the next session.





 
2nd Session: 26th April / 14h00 to 16h00

More children attended at this session; there were six working groups.
We started by recalling the previous session. As we talked about the experience and the different 
results, a frame was drew indicating the colour obtained by the different flowers and leaves, em-
phasizing the colour intensity and the existence of more than one colour on each plant.
Children were proposed to register (drawing and writing) the experience and the process results.
More species were caught in the school playground: hydrangeas (leaf and flower), petunias, sorrel 
(yellow flowers), violas, calceolaria and clovers. We gathered other: beets, red cabbage, cabbage, 
carrots, spinach and red pepper.
This time we used fabric to dye, white flannel.
The results were quite interesting, strong colours obtained and even observed the different tones 
formed by the oxidation and separation of colours.
 





3rd Session: 4th May / 09h30 to 12h00

We watched the colours obtained in the previous session and talked about what to show at the 
final performance: a collective painting was decided.
With the previous experience in flannel some children proposed to sew the different patches, 
which for some was a good moment because they have learned to sew, getting very enthusiastic.
The teacher and some children went outside the school, to a empty lot, to collect more plants and 
flowers.
Another group was producing inks using the plants brought by their colleagues (thistle, sorrel, yel-
low daisy and purple flowers), some plants already used at the previous session as well as some 
brought by a teacher.
About 15 different ink colours were produced.





WATER GOES _ the shape

Change and destruction of forms builted with clay, salt play dough, wooden stick and 
stones through the speed and weight of various objects and moving water. From the for-
mer constructions and actions was obtained a set of interrelated objects and a water circu-
lation circuit that will be configured and changed during the project experimentation.
Accidents and pollutions – visual and material consequences of the water action and the 
materials on each other.



1st and 2nd session: 19th and 20th April / 9h30 to 12h00

Division of classes to form a new group work: half children of the 1st and half of the 4th school 
year, about 20 children. Group formation – 4 to 5 children per group with different ages and gen-
der. Change of the classroom layout, join the tables for group work. In this project two groups 
worked simultaneously – a larger number of children, about 50 – contributing to the creation of a 
housing place.
Project proposal to the children, we talked about erosion, nature and artifice. We showed some im-
ages of constructions made by humans in different parts of the world and with different materials.
Different materials were available – sticks collected from the beach, different kinds of rope, ingre-
dients to assemble salt play dough and clay. Within the group children were proposed to define 
what they wanted to build, and to built it. Depending on the children, they worked well together or 
had more difficulties to organize. Most of the younger children just liked to tinker with clay, simply 
knead and shape while the older ones had more urgency to lead, not always being able to listen to 
colleagues.
We built skyscrapers, excavations and tunnels, houses with sticks and string, small land and 
mountainous terrain.





3rd session: 3rd May / 9h30 to 12h00

It’s been fifteen days since the previous session. We’ve been reviewing the constructions carried 
out by children and observed the changes occurred with the matter, the clay that was put in plates 
and applied to the floor or to house’s walls cracked, the salt play dough formed crystals and some 
mould (only the ones left at a moist classroom).
We talked about the next step, the structures of a city that allow circulate and connect houses 
(streets, sidewalks, roads, bridges, viaducts) and structures that lead and interfere in the water 
cycle (dams and aqueducts).
In their groups children decided what they wanted to construct and did it. This exercise was more 
difficult then the previous one. The children had more difficulties in deciding and working together; 
it was necessary to intervening and to talk about tasks so that everyone had a chance to partici-
pate.



4th session: 4th May/ 14h00 to 16h00

From the previous sessions we had lots of constructions. We felt the children’s difficulty working 
together and trying to establish connections without actually seeing the points to link, only in ab-
straction. So, for this session, we worked outside, at the place where the housing and structures 
would be placed, which helped to improve and line up children and work.
The children and the teacher proposed where the constructions would be placed – a spot in the 
playground where they usually dig holes – and then set off to the outside. We transported the 
constructions carried out by both groups and set up the work area under the trees. Two working 
groups were organized, one that continued to build bridges and roads, and others who were to 
implement the buildings.
The teacher and some students put a protective barrier, leaving out students in other classes who 
weren’t participating in the project. Namely the 3rd year’s students were very upset because they 
led the excavations, which were the hillside of our project implementation.
The housing and connections got completed. There were buildings, a dam, a water mill, bridges, 
roads, viaducts, aqueducts, a beach, boats and cars, a football field and a park. Tomorrow would 
be the changes day.





WATER GOES DOWN _ the sound

An experience with different soil types and the observation of their permeability was the motto to 
create vibraphone keys. When filtered and decanted from soil, water flows for different glass con-
tainers occupying a certain volume that, when played, produces different sounds. The keys have a 
random sound principle.
In the container, the water had different chromatic tones and sound corresponding to the type of 
soil used.
Students experimented different soil types seeking chromatic values and specific sound, trying to 
master this process to a later composition.



1st session: 20th April / 14h00 to 16h00

Project proposal to the children: create a water vibraphone.
The scientific experiment as a mean to build a musical instrument.
We talked about what a vibraphone was, the relation between glass, water volume and sound.
The children went outside the classroom, to the school playground, and collected different types of 
soil: fertile land, dusty earth, stones, leaves and fallen sticks and clay soil. We gave the sand
The following experiment was conducted: with the same amount of water in one cup and the same 
amount of soil in another cup, water was poured on the soil and let to drip. During the process we 
talked about the speed at which the water came out (permeable or impermeable) and the colour of 
the water after passing through the soil.
We built some notebooks where children drew the different soils.



 
2nd session: 27th April / 14h00 to 16h00

More children attended the project; there were 6 groups with 4 to 5 children each.
As we talked about the experience and the different results from the previous session we drew a 
framework in the board emphasizing the permeability of the soil. Then, proposed the children to 
register, at the notebooks, the experiences resulting from water and soil performance. Addressed 
the organization of information and the personal registrations on a group book and proposed a 
way of sampling the different soils with tape.
We spoke again about soils and realized the different types of matter that constitute them in depth. 
The children planned a solo, defined the layers, and executed him inside a bottle of 1,5Lt.
 





3rd session: 3rd May / 14h00 to 16h00

There were different children from previous sessions because some children went to have educa-
tional support and others got ill. Groups had to change so there were children from both classes in 
each.
We proposed to each group of children to do another bottle of soil, this time with one single type. 
The children went back to collect at the school playground and built them.
We saw some videos with glass bottles vibraphones being played.
Children tied to the neck of a plastic water bottle the neck of a glass bottle. Then poured 2 portions 
of water in to the soil that was inside the plastic bottle and observed the water that felled on the 
glass bottle.
With the children we observed that there were 4 references related to the water passing through 
the soil and falling at the glass bottle: a lot, some, little and none. Consequently we define four 
sets, with similar tones, that would be played at the same time: very permeable, permeable, low 
permeability and impermeable. Children drew a symbol for each tone, which started to be used as 
signal to indicate the start or end of the sound activation.
The children, using a wooden stick, made the sound activation. We noticed that some wood sticks 
were more suitable than others.
We conducted some experiments, preparing the final presentation.





WATER GOES! _ water performances

Final moment: 5th May: 14h00
This was the project’s final session, the performance day.
Each group of students would engage a performance with water_colour, water_sound and water_
shape to present to their colleagues.
The “water goes up” and the “water goes down” performances took place at the school’s multipur-
pose room; the “water goes” happened outside.
In order to present to the other groups participating in the project, the children of the 4th year, to-
gether with their teachers, wrote a small text.

“water goes down _ sound performance”

To prepare the performance we met the children, decided their roles and had a brief rehearsal. 
The children chose what they wanted to do – to be presenters, vibraphone conductor or musician. 
After this decision we went to the multipurpose room and displayed the vibraphones by placing all 
the bottles with the same volume of water (and corresponding tone) in the same table. This deci-
sion facilitated the students aware of the time to intervene during the performance.
This presentation was the one that had more success and was more organized. It got the other 75 
children (more or less) quiet and listening.



“water goes up _ colour performance”

Groups of two children each were organized and each of groups chose one colour and location 
for the ink to be absorbed by the flannel. To improve the absorption the flannel was previously wet 
with water.
At the time of presentation, the children’s groups poured the colour produced on a plate and to-
gether we landed the white flannel cloth on the ground, leaving the colour to be absorbed by the 
tissue.
Because the excitement was too much, and everyone wanted to see the result of the dyeing, we 
didn’t leave the fabric to absorb the colour as long as we wanted to.
Both painting and patchwork were used as scenario to the performance of the following group, the 
“water goes down”.



“water goes _ shape performance”

This was the last performance and happened outside, at the playground.
That morning it began to rain. As the project comprehended observation and an exploratory part of 
water’s action through the construction, the landscape and the materials on each other – erosion, 
destruction and ephemerality -, we felt that the rain wouldn’t be a problem, but part of the process.
In the previous session we asked the students to carry watering cans so, when we went outside, 
despite the rain, some children with watering cans and others with water bottles poured water 
through the canals and buildings.
During this process roads and lands vanished, some buildings got smaller and the holes got filed 
with water.
The conditions did not allow tranquillity in the implementation and observation of the process; we 
barely managed to talk about what was happening, although the children were very pleased with 
pouring and watching it melt.



EVALUATION AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

CHILDREN’S EVALUATION

Children were asked to answer a short questionnaire with the following questions:
1. Who participated with you in carrying out the different experiences?
2. Throughout the project what was harder to do?
3. What was easier?
4. What was the most fun?
5. What did you learn to do?
6. Was there anything else important that you wanted to do but that wasn’t done?
7. Did you like to participate in this project?

In the project “ Water Goes up _ the colour” the greatest difficulties experienced by children were: 
crushing plants 10, sew 2, look for yellow flowers 1 and decide what to crush 1.
The largest facilities were catching plants 4 and crush them 3, sew 3, passing the liquid of plants 
for paper and fabric 3 and draw plants 1.
The most fun was going to the playground and catch flowers 7, crunching the pepper 1, to use a 
stone or mortar to crush 2, to sew 3, create various colours and paint with them 1.
They learned that which colours the plants can give after crushed 1, to make paints (with plants) 
10, to make colour without spending money 1, the name of the plant 1, to sew 1, and that the flow-
ers colour’s are not always equal from inside to its exterior 1.

DIFFICULT  EASY FUN LEARNING
crush
search
sew
decide 
harvest

- crush
- sew
- to paint
- draw

- harvest
- crush
- sew
- to paint
- to create colours

- to produce paint and colours
- the colour of the plants after 
crushed
- how to sew
- naming the plants
- to observe the different colours in 
the same flower

In the project “Water Goes Down _ the sound” the greatest difficulties experienced by children 
were in helping smaller colleagues 4, building a vibraphone 1, taking clay from the small school 
hills 1 and invent a musical composition 1.
The easiest was to catch soil 3, to build the vibraphone 3, distinguish the permeability of the soil 3 
and to produce sounds 2.
The funniest was the presentation / performance to colleagues 5, playing the vibraphone 3, draw 
different soil types 1, make different soil types 1 and to be the conductor 1.
What they learned was how to do a vibraphone (with several layers of soil) 6, to make a musical 
composition 2, to produce different sounds with glass bottles 2, to distinguish soil permeability 1, 
and experiments with water 1.



DIFFICULT EASY FUN LEARNING
help out
build
catch
to invent

catch / harvest 
build
distinguish
produce sounds

act
play
to draw
to do
conduct

make a vibraphone
compose music
produce different sounds with glass 
bottles
identifying the soil permeability
do experiments with water

In the project “Water Goes _ the shape” the greatest difficulties experienced by children were in 
2nd phase of construction 5, in building (houses, skyscrapers, bridges, caves) to put sticks in the 
clay and secure them with string 10, plan houses with sticks and mount them 1, kneading the clay 
when it was hard 2, know what to do together with their group 2 and the final assembly moment 1.
The easiest was to do the city 2 - the dam 1, the skyscrapers 2 and the beach 2 -, to water the city 
4, cover sticks with clay 3, put shells stones on clay 2, making wall with salt dough 1, break sticks 
1, to dig 1 and have ideas 1.
The most fun was to build the city 9, stir in the clay 4, the teamwork 2, watering the city 2, to do 
salt dough 2, the vibraphone’s concert 2, get the hands dirty with wet clay 1 and go to the play-
ground to do the city 1 with all the buildings 1.
What they learned to know-how was houses and clay constructions 12, working with clay 5, salt 
dough 3, to free imagination 2, to collaborate in team 1, to build water transportation and make 
tight knots better 1 and the boatman’s knot 1.

DIFFICULT EASY FUN LEARNING
build
plan and assemble
knead
decide together
assemble

build
to water
to cover
place
break
dig
to invent

build
to model
teamwork
to water 
make salt dough
dirty
to implement
attend the concert

build houses, water 
transport and other city 
elements
to model
make salt dough
free the imagination
collaborate
give knots

Answering the question of whether “Was there anything else important that you wanted to do but 
that wasn’t done?” the majority of children said they did not.
We obtained, however, some suggestions in “Water Goes Up _ colour”: we could mix all the plants 
in one container and see the resulting colour and, also, we could make a tablecloth instead of a 
blanket, using different pattern; in “Water Goes Down _ the sound”: we could show the result to 
community; in “Water Goes _ the shape”: we could complete the construction, conduct more roads 
and houses and learn how to make different types of knots.



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

During the week that followed the end of the project, we went to school to collect the evaluations 
performed by the students. The approaches were different, the 4th years responded independent-
ly, a group of 1st year responded collectively and, the other 1st year, the teacher answered and 
the students copied.
During a conversation with the 1st year’s class (the one that reviewed the project together), it 
was interesting to understand the activities impact on children. The “Water Goes _ the form” left 
them quite eager for more experiences. Children have shown willingness to stay with the city in 
the school so that they could continue to play and add other buildings (gardens, parks, schools, 
beaches, nightclubs, and so on). Students shared the amount of things they considered to be 
missing and proposed to continue the project together with the teacher and other classes. They 
also shared the tools of excavation that had developed with sharpened wooden sticks that they 
store in their backpacks. 
It was interesting to realize that this project, seemingly more out of control, was the one who en-
gaged better in the children’s games and won a more permanent place at school. 
Teacher expressed that, at one next opportunity, it would be interesting to work with only one 
class, rather than mixing them. The reasons were due to teacher’s ability to follow up and better 
integrate the project in the class and to the fact that some children felt maladjusted in working with 
the older ones.

The 4th year students and teacher that worked on the project “Water Goes Down _ the sound” 
really enjoyed the end result. Teacher asked to keep the vibraphone so they could repeat the 
concert. One of the 4th year students questioned the experience developed at the  “Water Goes 
_ the shape” project. This question allowed talking about the different work methodologies. Some 
groups started by the scientific experience and then performed more artistic approaches, with this 
group the opposite happened.

In the teachers report, beyond the description of activities, the following assessment was made: 
“The students were always attentive, motivated and happy. They loved to be artist’s scientists. “

As a whole, the project went well. Most of the activities initially proposed were carried out.
The most complex was the implementation of the project in the group. It was notorious the chil-
dren’s unfamiliarity with group work: they showed difficulty listening to each other, in making 
concessions and taking collective decisions. On one hand, children’s being able to work with 
colleagues of different ages allowed to refresh working relations; on the other hand, the lack of col-
laborating habit didn’t always conduce to the younger’s best integration.
We have worked in normal classrooms, only half group fitted at a time. This required that one of 
the teachers always stayed out of the session, directing the remaining group. The children enjoyed 
changing rooms, but it withdrew teacher’s ability to later integrate the activities.

For a future approach probably it will be better to choose only one or two water performances 
and work them in a more profound way. This project worked as an initial contact to the subjects 
involved, as an experience for everyone involved. Due to its temporal limitation it sometimes 
revealed to be overwhelming. Less performances and less time developing the experiences are 
something to remember at a future project.


